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Using a Model and Forecasted Weather
to Predict Forage and Livestock Production
for Making Stocking Decisions in the
Coming Growing Season
Quan X. Fang,* L.R. Ahuja, Allan A. Andales, and Justin D. Derner

Abstract
Forecasting peak standing crop (PSC) for the coming grazing season can help
ranchers make appropriate stocking decisions to reduce enterprise risks.
Previously developed PSC predictors were based on short-term experimental data (<15 yr) and limited stocking rates (SR) without including the effect
of SR on PSC explicitly. Here we used long-term (30 yr) measured data of
PSC and steer weight gain (SWG), extended with the help of a model for SR
effect, to develop multiple-variable regression functions for predicting PSC
and SWG across a wide range of SR (0.2–1.32 steers ha−1 for summer grazing season, June to mid-October) on a loam soil in a northern mixed-grass
prairie. April to June rainfall was the primary weather variable influencing
PSC (R2 = 0.45); inclusion of SR and soil water content on 1 April improved
the accuracy in predicting PSC (R2 = 0.64). Combining the response of PSC
to SR and the response of SWG to both PSC and SR enables ranchers to
explore tradeoffs between economic net return and environmental impact
(land conservation) as influenced by SR and weather variations. The result
was further extended from the loam soil at the experimental site to the
other two soil types (loam sandy and clay loam soils) by using a simple soil
influence factor. A simple spreadsheet-based decision support tool can be
developed to facilitate stocking decisions by ranchers in a northern mixedgrass prairie to adaptively manage rangelands in an effort to increase
economic net return and reduce land degradation associated with high
weather variability and SR levels.

Abbreviations: DC, Drought Calculator; HPGRS, High Plains Grasslands Research Station; HPPSC, peak standing
crop; GPFARM, Great Plains Framework for Agricultural Resource Management; PSC, peak standing crop; SR,
stocking rate; SWG, steer weight gain; TDN, total intake digestible nutrient.
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anchers need to make stocking decisions for the upcoming grazing
season before the initiation of forage growth. Weather variability (e.g.,

rainfall) is the most important factor influencing forage production in semi-

arid areas (e.g., Milchunas et al., 1994; Biondini et al., 1998; Derner and Hart,
2007). Relationships between forage production and seasonal or spring (April–
June) precipitation have been well established for many rangelands, such as the
northern mixed-grass prairie of the United States (Currie and Peterson, 1966;
Lauenroth and Sala 1992; Derner and Hart, 2007; Derner et al., 2008b, Smart et
al., 2007; Wiles et al., 2011) and the central grassland region of the United States
(Sala et al., 1988). Forecasting of spring rainfall, PSC, and cattle weight gain
before the grazing season would facilitate better decision-making for reducing
enterprise risk for ranchers.
In addition to spring precipitation, soil water content at the beginning of
the growing season increases the robustness of predictions of PSC (Briggs and
Knapp, 1995; Andales et al., 2006; Torell et al., 2011). Dahl (1963) found that soil
water and depth of moist soil on 15 April were useful indices for predicting grass
production by early August in rangelands of eastern Colorado. Torell et al. (2011)
used measured soil water to improve predictions of forage production in rangelands of New Mexico. Andales et al. (2006) used the Great Plains Framework for
Agricultural Resource Management (GPFARM)-Range model with different initial soil water levels in early April to produce improved response functions of
PSC to spring precipitation in the northern mixed-grass prairie.
Stocking decisions by ranchers are dependent on PSC (Wiles et al., 2011;
Dunn et al., 2013) as forage availability limits cattle intake and weight gains (e.g.,
Bement 1969; Redmon et al., 1995; Poppi, 1996). The aforementioned studies, however, did not account for the effect of SR on PSC and cattle weight gain. Recent
studies have showed that high SR can reduce PSC, such as in the northern mixedgrass prairie of the United States (Derner and Hart, 2007), and the response of
PSC or livestock weight gain to weather variables differs with different grazing
levels (Reeves et al., 2013a, 2013b, 2014). In this context, integrating the effect of
SR and weather variables on PSC can potentially improve the predictions of PSC
compared with predictions based on the weather variables alone, thus improve
stocking decisions. Additionally, the cattle weight gains were not quantified as
functions of PSC and SR in the previous stocking decision support tools. Thus,
this precludes economic risk analyses at the different SR levels. Additionally,
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land degradation due to overgrazing with high SR should also be accounted for
in making SR decisions (Smart et al., 2010).
In this study, we used PSC and SWG data from a long-term (1982–2012) experiment to create model simulated data sets with much higher (50–150%) SR levels
than the experimental grazing levels (Derner and Hart 2007; Derner et al., 2008a).
We then used the extended dataset to (i) obtain better PSC predictions as a function of spring rainfall, soil water before grazing seasons, and SR and (ii) combine
the SR effects on SWG and land degradation across different soil types in the PSC
predictor and help ranchers to make better SR decisions considering both net
return and land conservations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Peak Standing Crop and Steer Weight Gain from
Long-Term Field Experiments

Peak standing crop was measured annually in mid to late July from a long-term
grazing experiment on the semiarid northern mixed-grass prairie at the High
Plains Grasslands Research Station (HPGRS) in Cheyenne, WY (41°11¢ N, 104°53¢
W) (Derner and Hart, 2007; Derner et al., 2008a). Mean annual precipitation at the
site is 381 mm with peaks of precipitation in April, May, and June. The soils are
medium textured and well drained, largely composed of Albinas, Asclon, and
Altvan loams and Cascajo gravelly loam (Stevenson et al., 1984).
Season-long (June to mid-October. 4.5 mo), continuous grazing treatments
were initiated in 1982 with the following three SR levels: light [8 steers per 40 ha
(0.20 steer ha−1), about 35% below the USDA–NRCS recommended rate], moderate
[8 steers per 24 ha (0.33 steer ha−1), the USDA–NRCS recommended rate], and heavy
(8 steers per 18 ha (0.44 steer ha−1), 33% above the USDA–NRCS recommended
rate) (Hart et al., 1988). Yearling steers were used as grazing animals, and each
steer was weighed before and after the season and all experimental procedures
were approved by the HPGRS Animal Care and Use Committee.

Peak Standing Crop and Steer Weight Gain from GPFARM-Range
Model Simulations
The forage and cattle modules of GPFARM-Range are simplified versions of the
Simulating Production and Utilization of Rangeland (SPUR) model (Hanson et al.,
1988, 1992). Model details, including functions and equations for both the forage
and cattle modules, have been published previously (Andales et al., 2005, 2006).
Recently, the GPFARM-Range model was improved by considering the SR effect
on PSC and steer weight and the revised model showed a reasonable response of
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PSC and SWG to different grazing levels across long-term weather conditions as
shown in Fig. 7–1 (Fang et al., 2014).
The improved model was used to simulate PSC and SWG for four SR greater
than the above experimental values, in addition to the three experimental SR
treatments, from 1982 to 2012. The six higher SR levels were 50 to 150% greater
than the highest experimental SR of 0.44 steer ha−1, including (i) 0.66 steer ha−1 (50%
greater), (ii) 0.88 steer ha−1 (100% greater), and (iii) 1.10 steer ha−1 (150% greater). See
Fang et al. (2014) for more detailed information.

Multiple Regression Analysis and Economic Analysis
On the basis of previous studies on the relationships between PSC and weather
variables (e.g., Eneboe et al., 2002; Derner and Hart, 2007; Patton et al., 2007; Smart
et al., 2007; Torell et al., 2011; Wiles et al., 2011), the weather variables (precipitation), SR, and soil water on 1 April were used for predicting both experimentally

Fig. 7–1. GPFARM-Range model evaluations on simulating peak standing crop (PSC) and steer
weight gain under the three stocking rate experimental treatments from 1982 to 2012 (detailed
information can be found Fang et al., 2014).
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observed PSC data and GPFARM model simulated PSC. Multivariate stepwise
regression was used to evaluate the contribution of each of the above variables for
predicting PSC. The contribution of precipitation was evaluated on a trimonthly
basis from January to September according to the abovementioned studies in
the region. Besides PSC, the dependent variables of harvest efficiency and SWG
were also predicted on the basis of PSC and SR by using the multivariate stepwise regression method, where interactions between PSC and SR were included.
The harvest efficiency, defined as the ratio of forage intake to forage production
(Smart et al., 2010), reflects the grazing pressure and can be used as an important indicator for SR decisions (Galt et al., 2000). A stepwise procedure of RSREG
(Response Surface Regression) in SAS (Statistical Analysis System) (Freund and
Littell, 1991) was used for the variable selections (P < 0.01), which combines forward selection and backward elimination steps for variable selection.
Because the model does not simulate the carrying costs (such as supplement
cost, salt, implants, and transportation) of a grazing enterprise, a simple method
was used to estimate the economic profit based on previous studies in the region
(Hart et al., 1988; Manley et al., 1997). The purchase price in March and selling
price in October for the simulation period (1982–2012) in the United States were
obtained from USDA–NASS (2014), and we estimated carrying costs at $US60 per
steer. Predicted SWG values from the different SR levels were used to estimate
economic net returns each year.

Extending the Regression Equations to Other Soils
We simulated PSC and SWG using the seven SR levels for the other two different
soil types (loam sandy soil and clay loam soil) from 1982 to 2012. These simulated
data were used to estimate effects of soil types on the responses of PSC and SWG
to SR under the same climate conditions. To keep this tool simple, we used a simple soil factor to extend the regression equation from a loam soil (experimental
site soil) to the other two soil types (clay loam soil and loam sandy soils). The soil
factor was obtained based on the relationships of PSC or SWG from 1982 to 2012
between the different soils.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Identifying the Influential Factors for Yearly Variability of Peak
Standing Crop or Steer Weight Gain
For predicting both observed and model simulated PSC, the trimonthly rainfall
amounts from January to March or from July to September were not significant
for predicting PSC across the different SR levels (Table 7–1). The April to June
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Table 7–1. The most influential variables selected (P < 0.01) with partial R2 values based on the multivariate regressions for both observed peak standing crop (MPSC) or steer weight gain (OSWG)
and GPFARM-Range model predicted PSC (SPSC) and weight gain (SSWG) from 1982 to 2012 under
different stocking rates (steer ha−1) for a 4.5-mo grazing season.†
Stocking rate for experiment Stocking rate for long-term simulations
Variable 0.20

Rain123
Rain456
Rain789
SW
SR
PSC
TDN
SR

0.33

0.44

Total

––––––– steer ha−1 –––––––
MPSC
no
no
no
no
0.39 0.43 0.43 0.38
no
no
no
no
0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03
–
–
–
0.08
MSWG
no
no
no
no
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.59

0.20

0.33

0.44

0.66

0.88

1.10

1.32

Total

––––––––––––––––––– steer ha−1 ––––––––––––––––––––
SPSC
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
0.64 0.57 0.54 0.47 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.45
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
0.05 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.05
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.14
SSWG
no
no
no
no
0.79 0.74 0.68 0.04
0.87 0.85 0.81 0.74 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.37
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.15

† Climatic variables: rain123, total rainfall (mm) from January to March; rain456, total rainfall (mm) from April to
June; rain789, total rainfall (mm) from July to September. Other variables: SW, soil water content on 1 April;
SR, stocking rate; PSC, peak standing crop; TDN, total intake digestible nutrient. The word “no” means this
variable was not included at P < 0.01 level, and “–” means this variable was not used for regression analysis.

(spring) rainfall was identified as the most important factor (P < 0.01, partial R 2
from 0.39 to 0.64) to both observed PSC and model simulated PSC, respectively
(Table 7–1). Similar results were found with field experiments in this rangeland
ecosystem (Derner and Hart, 2007; Smart et al., 2007; Derner et al., 2008b; Wiles et
al., 2011). The effect of SR on PSC was significant (P < 0.01) but with a partial R 2 of
0.08 (observed PSC) and 0.15 (simulated PSC) (Table 7–1). Soil water affected PSC
for both experimental data and model simulation results, agreeing with prior
findings (Andales et al., 2006; Torell et al., 2011). Simulated soil water content on
1 April influenced PSC (P < 0.01) (Table 7–1). A significant positive relationship
was obtained between the GPFARM simulated soil water content on 1 April with
the observed PSC (R 2 = 0.08, n = 93; P < 0.001) or the simulated PSC (R 2 = 0.14, n =
279; P < 0.001) across the SR levels. This result showcases that including soil water
content on 1 April improves the PSC predictions over those based on spring rainfall only. We also found a significant (P < 0.001) linear relationship between soil
water content on 1 April and the precipitation in March of the current year and
December of the previous year, which explained 41 and 18% of the variation in
soil water content on 1 April across seasons, respectively (Eq. [4] in Table 7–2), and
other variables of rainfall in January, October, and November of the previous year
were also significant but explained less variations in soil water content on 1 April.
This regression equation based on previous precipitation can be used to estimate
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Table 7–2. Regression equations for GPFARM-Range simulated peak standing crop when using
rainfall, stocking rate, and GPFARM-Range simulated soil water (0–50 cm) on 1 April and for
GPFARM-Range model predicted forage harvest efficiency and steer weight gain using peak standing crop and stocking rate (Fig. 7–4).†
Number Variable Equations

Statistic results

[1]

PSC

RMSE = 358,
R2 = 0.45, N = 217
RMSE = 246,
620.36 + 4.16 ´ rain456 – 370.04 ´ SR
R2 = 0.588, N = 217
RMSE
= 231,
– 370.69 + 3.85 ´ rain456 – 363.17 ´ SR + 5800.05 ´ SWP
R2 = 0.637, N = 217
0.14483 – 5.61e-4 ´ rain1 + 4.14e-4 ´ rain3 + 5.79e-4 ´ RMSE = 0.0089,
R2 = 0.647, N = 217
prain + 2.55e-4 ´ prain + 2.71e-4 ´ prain

[2]

PSC

[3]

PSC

[4]

SWP

[5]

HE

0.47820 – 0.00042531 ´ PSC + 0.94588 ´ SR

[8]

HE

0.00831 + 1.63 ´ SR – 6.71e-4 ´ SR ´ PSC

[9]

SWG

–16.54 + 0.04 ´ PSC + 41.15 ´ SR –1.95-e5 ´ PSC2
–45.60 ´ SR2 + 0.06 ´ SR ´ PSC

4.16 ´ rain456 + 358.41

12

10

11

RMSE = 0.17,
R2 = 0.87, N = 217
RMSE = 0.15,
R2 = 0.91, N = 217
RMSE = 9.1,
R2 = 0.84, N = 217

† Climatic variables: rain456, rainfall from April to June; rain1, rainfall in January; rain3, rainfall in March; prain10,
monthly rainfall during October in the previous year; prain11, monthly rainfall during November in the previous year; prain12, monthly rainfall during December in the previous year. Other variables: PSC, peak standing
crop (kg ha−1); SR, stocking rate (steer ha−1); SWP, GPFARM simulated soil water (cm3 cm−3); HE, harvest efficiency; SWG, steer weight gain (kg ha−1).

soil water content on 1 April (before forage growth begins) when the observed
value is not available.
Peak standing crop was not identified as a significant (P > 0.19) influential factor for predicting observed SWG for the experimental SR levels (0.20–0.44 steer
ha−1) (Table 7–1), and similar results were also obtained for the simulated SWG.
Under higher SR levels from 0.88 to 1.32 steer ha−1, however, PSC became the most
limiting factor for the simulated SWG with a partial R 2 of 0.79 to 0.68. Considering
all the SR treatments, SR was the most important factor to limiting SWG with a
partial R 2 of 0.59, and this agrees with prior research (Reeves et al., 2013b). For the
simulated SWG data, however, PSC, total intake digestible nutrient (TDN) and
SR were all significant in predicting SWG, and a linear relationship between PSC
and TDN was also found (R 2 = 0.50) for these simulated data.

Improving Peak Standing Crop Predictions by Including Soil Water
and Stocking Rate
Extending the PSC predictions to a wider range of weather and grazing conditions is needed to assist in decision-making for ranchers. The PSC predictions
from the regression equations based on the spring rainfall (Fig. 7–2a), spring rainfall plus SR (Fig. 7–2b), or spring rainfall plus SR and predicted soil water on 1
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Fig. 7–2. Comparing the performances in predicting peak standing crop (PSC) for the developed
regression equations based on (a) April to June rainfall (Eq. [1] in Table 7–2), (b) April to June rainfall
and stocking rate (Eq. [2] in Table 7–2), (c) April to June rainfall, stocking rate, and soil water content on 1 April (Eq. [3] in Table 7–2), and (d) the Drought Calculator (DC method [Dunn et al., 2013]),
with PSC values simulated by the GPFARM-Range model. The up-bound in estimated PSC by the DC
method (d) is the average simulated PSC level from 1982 to 2012.

April (Fig. 7–2c) were compared with the earlier Drought Calculator (DC) method
(Dunn et al., 2013) (Fig. 7–2d). As expected, using variables of spring rainfall and
SR produced better PSC predictions (RMSE = 246 kg ha−1; R 2 = 0.59) than the PSC
predictions using spring rainfall only (RMSE = 358 kg ha−1; R 2 = 0.45). Further, by
including soil water on 1 April, PSC predictions were improved with an RMSE
value of 231 kg ha−1 and R 2 of 0.64. For the DC method (Dunn et al., 2013), a better
performance in predicting PSC was obtained when the PSC level was below 1000
kg ha−1 because of the drought stresses, and obvious under-predictions occurred
when PSC level was higher than 1000 kg ha−1 when there was no or little drought
stress (Fig. 7–2d). The regression equations improved the predictions, especially
at high PSC level with little or no drought stresses, compared with the predictions
from DC method (RMSE = 435 kg ha−1).
Next, we compared predicted PSC (regression equations in Table 7–2 and
DC method) and measured data under the three SR levels (Fig. 7–3). Both
regression equations and DC methods predicted PSC well when measured PSC
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Fig. 7–3. Comparing the performances in predicting peak standing crop (PSC) for the developed
regression equations based on (a) April to June rainfall (Eq. [1] in Table 7–2), (b) April to June rainfall
and stocking rate (Eq. [2] in Table 7–2), (c) April to June rainfall, stocking rate, and soil water content on 1 April (Eq. [3] in Table 7–2), and (d) the Drought Calculator (DC method [Dunn et al., 2013]),
with the experimental measured PSC. The up-bound in estimated PSC by the DC method (d) is the
average simulated PSC level from 1982 to 2012.

was below average levels, but under-predicted PSC occurred when PSC values
were above average. The regression equation based on GPFARM simulated PSC
under-predicted PSC because of the GPFARM under-simulated PSC compared
with measured data (Fig. 7–1). Slightly better predictions of PSC were obtained
from the regression equation than from the DC method with lower RMSE values
(Fig. 7–3). The inclusion of the SR effect on PSC in the regression equations
was demonstrated from a field experiment study (Derner and Hart, 2007).
The developed regression equations produced a comparable performance in
predicting PSC to the DC method and can be applied to predict PSC across a
wider range of SR and weather conditions.

Extending to Forecast Harvest Efficiency and Steer Weight Gain Using
Stocking Rate and Peak Standing Crop
To assist ranchers with stocking decisions, other indicators, such as forage harvest
efficiency (total forage intake/PSC as defined by Smart et al. [2010]) and SWG, are
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needed to account for SR effect on economic profits (SWG) and environmental
impacts (land conservation). On the basis of the long-term simulations with a
wider range of SR levels, the regression equations for simulated harvest efficiency
or SWG based on the variables of PSC and SR are presented in Table 7–2. For
predicting SWG or harvest efficiency, interactions between PSC and SR were
significant (P < 0.01) and were included in the regression equations. This result
was consistent with previous experimental studies (Derner and Hart, 2007; Smart
et al., 2010). These regression equations showed good performances in predicting
forage harvest efficiency (Fig. 7–4a) and SWG (Fig. 7–4b) across these seasons,
with RMSE values of 0.18 and 9.3 kg ha−1, respectively, which can help ranchers
predict harvest efficiency and SWG based on the PSC and SR levels and make
better SR decisions based on the SR effects on land degradation (low PSC level
associated with high SR levels) and economic net return.

Fig. 7–4. Comparisons between regression equation predicted forage harvest efficiency (HE, Eq. [5]
in Table 7–2) and steer weight gain (SWG, kg ha−1, Eq. [6] in Table 7–2) with GPFARM-Range model
simulated data from 1982 to 2012.
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The regression equation developed for SWG in Table 7–2 (Eq. [9]) is based on
simulated data for all seven SR and thus includes the effect of PSC at all SR levels.
On the other hand, there was no significant relationship between SWG and PSC
at the three lower SR used in the experiment for both measured and simulated
data (Table 7–1), indicating that the PSC was not a limiting factor to SWG under
the low SR conditions. We explored if Eq. [9] supports this effect. As shown in
Fig. 7–5a, the response of the predicted SWG to different levels of PSC by the
regression equation, Eq. [9], was small and apparently insignificant under the
low SR level (0.20 steer ha−1) compared with the high SR level (0.60 steer ha−1). This
result was consistent with the measured and simulated data, where no significant
influence of PSC on SWG at the low SR levels was found (Table 7–1). We further
compared the predicted SWG from the regression equation, Eq. [9], based on the
simulated data and another equation based only on experimental measured data
as a function of SR levels (Fig. 7–5b). Both equations predicted very similar SWG
at the low SR level. This result indicated that the regression equation based on the
simulated data (Eq. [9] in Table 7–2) was effective in predicting SWG even under
the low SR levels. While at higher SR levels, the regression equation based the
experimental data tended to oversimulate SWG because it did not consider the
reductions in PSC caused by high SR. Therefore, the regression equation based
on the simulated data with a wider range of SR was selected since it reflects the
experimental data.

Extending the Regression Equations to Other Soil Types
We first compared the GPFARM simulated PSC and SWG for the different SR
levels for the three soils, for example, loam soil (experimental field soil), loam
sandy soil, and clay loam soil, as shown in Fig. 7–6. For the predicted PSC from

Fig. 7–5. Comparisons of (a) the response of steer weight gain (SWG) with peak standing crop (PSC)
between the low (0.20 steer ha−1) and high (0.60 steer ha−1) stocking rates (SR) based on the regression Eq. [9] in Table 7–2 and (b) the response of SWG to SR between the regression equation based
on the simulated data (Eq. [9] in Table 7–2) and the experimental data (SWG = 6.03 + 86.73 ´ SR
based on Table 7–1).
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Fig. 7–6. Comparisons of GPFARM-Range simulated long-term (1982–2012) seasonal peak standing
crop (PSC) and steer weight gain (SWG) on the loam soil (experimental field soil) to the clay loam
or loam sandy soils.

1982 to 2012, strong linear relationships between loam and clay loam soils or
between loam and loam sandy soils were found with R 2 values of 0.97 or 0.90,
respectively. The long-term predicted average PSC were slightly lower for clay
loam soil (slope = 0.94) and loam sandy (slope = 0.93) soils than for loam soils. The
SR level showed little or no effect on abovementioned relationships between these
different soils. The abovementioned relationships in PSC among these different
soil types suggested that the PSC is lower for loam sandy and clay loam soils
than for loam soil, and a simple soil influence factor on PSC (the slopes for the
relationships) can be used to extend the regression equation of PSC for loam soil
to clay loam soil (slope = 0.94) and loam sand soil (slope = 0.93). Such an extension
method was very simple and was easier for ranchers to adopt.
For the predicted SWG from 1982 to 2012, linear relationships between loam
and clay loam soils or between loam and loam sandy soils were also found with
R 2 values of 0.92 or 0.87, respectively. The long-term predicted SWG was slightly
lower for clay loam (slope = 0.96) or loam sandy (slope = 0.91) soils than for loam
soils, which suggested that different soil factors should be used for the different
SR levels. Specifically, when SR levels were below 0.88 steer ha−1, the slopes for
the SWG relationship between loam and loam sandy soils are similar (0.98–0.97),
and one soil influence factor of 0.97 was used for the SR levels. When SR levels
were between 1.1 and 1.32 steer ha−1, the soil influence factor of 0.94 was used.
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Similarly, when extending the results from loam soil to loam sandy soil, the soil
influence factor of 0.95 and 0.90 was used for the SR levels below 0.88 steer ha−1
and above 0.88 steer ha−1, respectively (Table 7–3).The GPFARM-Range predicted
PSC or SWG and the estimated data from equations based on above soil influence
factor were very close with a strong linear relationship (slope values between 0.98
and 1, and R 2 values between 0.87 and 0.97). This suggests that it was reasonable
to extend the regression equations from the loam soil to other soils (such as clay
loam and loam sandy soils) using the soil influence factor.

Better Stocking Decisions Based on Peak Standing Crop and Steer
Weight Gain and Economic Analysis
On the basis of the regression equations for PSC and SWG (Table 7–2), ranchers
can forecast their PSC and SWG before the grazing season, with the National
Weather Service forecast of rainfall from April to June and soil water on 1 April
(measured or estimated from previous rainfall based on regression Eq. [4] in
Table 7–2). The forage harvest efficiency can also be predicted on the basis of the
predicted PSC and SR levels (Eq. [5] in Table 7–2). These regression equations can
be developed into a spreadsheet-based decision support tool and help ranchers
explore the effects of SR and weather on PSC and SWG.
In Fig. 7–7, the responses of regression predicated PSC, harvest efficiency,
SWG, and economic profits to SR were compared for three different weather
conditions [normal seasons with average spring rainfall (160 mm), dry seasons
with 25% below normal rainfall (120 mm), and wet seasons with 25% above
normal rainfall (200 mm)]. As expected, PSC decreased with increasing SR in
all cases. Harvest efficiency, however, increased with increasing SR, indicating
Table 7–3. The linear relationships between GPFARM-Range model simulated steer weight gain
from 1982 to 2012 between loam soil and clay loam or loam sandy soil across these stocking rates.†
Stocking rate

Clay loam soil

steer ha−1
0.20
0.33
0.44
0.66
0.88
1.10
1.32
0.2–0.88
1.10–1.32

y = 0.99x
y = 0.98x
y = 0.98x
y = 0.98x
y = 0.97x
y = 0.95x
y = 0.94x
y = 0.97x
y = 0.94x

Loam sandy soil
R2 = 0.84
R2 = 0.82
R2 = 0.88
R2 = 0.93
R2 = 0.93
R2 = 0.92
R2 = 0.85
R2 = 0.96
R2 = 0.87

y = 0.98x
y = 0.96x
y = 0.95x
y = 0.94x
y = 0.95x
y = 0.91x
y = 0.89x
y = 0.95x
y = 0.90x

R2 = 0.70
R2 = 0.60
R2 = 0.70
R2 = 0.68
R2 = 0.87
R2 = 0.83
R2 = 0.81
R2 = 0.88
R2 = 0.82

† The slopes for these linear relationships were used as scaling factor to extend to these different soil types
under different stocking rate levels.
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Fig. 7–7. Responses of peaking standing
crop (PSC), harvest efficiency (HE), steer
weight gain (SWG), and economic profits
to stocking rate (SR, steer ha−1) under dry
(25% below average April–June rainfall,
120 mm), normal (160 mm), and wet (25%
above average April–June rainfall, 200
mm) seasons. (The PSC, HE, and SWG were
predicted from the equations in Table 7–2,
where the soil water content was used as
average value 0.18 cm3 cm−3 from 1982
to 2012. The economic profits were estimated on the basis of the predicted SWG,
cattle buy or sale price, and carry cost
(Hart et al., 1988).

overgrazing at the high SR level (harvest efficiency > 1 indicates greater forage
intake than forage production). The SWG increased quadratically with SR and
showed higher values for wet seasons than for dry and normal seasons; the
economic profits responded similarly to SR. In general, the biophysical optimum
SR levels (that gave the highest SWG) generally increased from dry seasons to
wet seasons. However, the SR values that yield the optimum economic returns
were much lower than the biophysical optimums, which are associated with high
harvest efficiency but also high risk of land degradation. Thus, the practical SR
levels between 0.33 and 0.44 steer ha−1 are lower than the biophysical optimum SR
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and close to the experimental SR levels, avoiding negative economic profits and
land degradation (overgrazing), but they can be higher for wet seasons than for
dry seasons.
The soil water on 1 April showed positive influences on PSC and SWG and
economic profits (Fig. 7–8). High soil water on 1 April produced higher PSC with
lower harvest efficiency and produced higher SWG and economic profits than
lower soil water on 1 April. The soil water effect on SWG and economic profits
was pronounced with increased SR levels. The biophysical or economic optimum
Fig. 7–8. Responses of regression predicted peaking standing crop (PSC),
harvest efficiency (HE), steer weight gain
per area (SWG), and economic profits to
stocking rate (SR, steer ha−1) as influenced
by soil water conditions on 1 April (SW)
(lower SW = 0.15 cm3 cm−3; normal SW
= 0.18 cm3 cm−3, and high SW = 0.21 cm3
cm−3) under normal April to June rainfall
conditions (160 mm). The economic profits were estimated on the basis of the
predicted SWG, cattle buy or sale price,
and carry cost (Hart et al., 1988).
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SR levels increased from low to high soil water content on 1 April, suggesting that
higher practical SR can be applied under higher soil water on 1 April than under
lower soil water on 1 April.
Another influential factor to SR selections was the economic factor, such as
cattle purchase or selling price. As shown in Fig. 7–9, the response of economic
profits to SR as influenced by the cattle price showed that optimum SR levels were
obtained at 0.3 to 0.5 steer ha−1 for a favorable price year and 0.1 to 0.3 steer ha−1
for the normal or unfavorable price year. A great difference in economic profits
occurred with these different economic years (cattle price) and different weather
conditions. Favorable prices for wet seasons produced high economic profits with
relatively lower harvest efficiency (Fig. 7–7) when choosing a relatively high SR
of 0.5 steer ha−1. Unfavorable prices for dry seasons produced very low economic
profits, and increasing SR can increase SWG (Fig. 7–7) but reduce the economic
profits (Fig. 7–9).

Fig. 7–9. Responses of regression predicted economic profits to stocking rate
(SR, steer ha−1) as influenced by cattle price
(favorable price: buy at $US1.76 and sell at
$US1.65; normal price: buy at $US1.61 and
sell at $US1.48; unfavorable price: buy at
$US1.54 and sell at $US1.32, according to
Manley et al. [1997]) under normal April to
June rainfall conditions (160 mm). The economic profits were estimated on the basis
of the predicted SWG, cattle buy or sale
price, and carry cost (Hart et al., 1988).
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When extending these results to other soils, for example, clay loam and
sandy loam soils, the responses of PSC, harvest efficiency, SWG, and economic
profits to SR levels were similar, but with lower PSC (higher harvest efficiency),
SWG, and economic profits compared with the results from loam soil, especially
under high SR levels (Fig. 7–10). This result suggested that loam soil had an
advantage in producing higher PSC and SWG with higher SR levels compared
with clay loam and loam sandy soil. While under low SR levels, the response of
harvest efficiency, SWG, and economic profits were very close among the three
soil types.
Fig. 7–10. Responses of regression predicted peaking standing crop (PSC),
harvest efficiency (HE), steer weight
gain per area (SWG), and economic
profits to stocking rate (SR, steer ha−1)
as influenced soil types [the loam,
clay loam, and loam sandy soils with
extended regression equation predicted data from loam soil (Table 7–3)]
under normal April to June rainfall conditions (160 mm). The economic profits
were estimated on the basis of the predicted SWG, cattle buy or sale price,
and carry cost (Hart et al., 1988).
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Summary and Conclusions

On the basis of the GPFARM-Range model simulated long-term PSC data, simple

regression equations can be developed in terms of rainfall from April to June, SR,
and soil water content on 1 April to significantly improve the PSC predictions.
Combining soil water content before the growing season and SR provides an
accurate tool for ranchers to predict PSC before the grazing season and make
reasonable stocking decisions in the region.
Including the predictions of PSC, SWG, and economic profits can be
very helpful for ranchers in making better SR decisions, accounting for both
economic return and environmental impact (land conservations). The regression
equations can also be used to analyze the effects of weather and soil variations
on the responses of PSC and SWG to SR levels. These regression equations are
advantageous to previous methods, such as the Drought Calculator (Dunn et al.,
2013), in that the regression equations consider both economic net return and
environmental impacts and the coupled responses of PSC to SR and SWG to
PSC and SR across various weather conditions. These equations can be used to
develop a spreadsheet-based decisions support tool and help ranchers explore
the tradeoffs between economic net return and environmental impacts (such as
land degradation) as influenced by SR and weather variations and make better
stocking decisions with reduced enterprise risks and land degradations on
different soils across the northern mixed-grass prairie.
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